Almena Gray Wilde Collection

ACCESSION NUMBER: 72.177

CREATOR: Wilde, Almena Gray

INCLUSIVE DATES: 1939-1949

QUANTITY: 1.90 cubic ft. (4 boxes)

LANGUAGE: English

ABSTRACT: Almena Gray Wilde donated her extensive doll collection of over 400 pieces along with this archival collection to The Henry Ford in 1972. The Almena Gray Wilde Collection contains approximately 35 pieces of correspondence, mostly from Krug Chinese Imports in Maryland regarding the purchase of dolls. Some of the correspondence also contains bills of sale. The collection also includes 7 cardboard model home kits produced by LIFE magazine.

RELATED MATERIALS: Related material held by The Henry Ford:
-Digitized artifacts related to this collection can be found online at: [https://www.thehenryford.org/collections-and-research/digital-collections/search-results/#advancedSearch=1&tab=artifact-results&s.0.in=objectId&s.0.for=72.177&years=0-0&perPage=100&pageNum=1&sortBy=relevance](https://www.thehenryford.org/collections-and-research/digital-collections/search-results/#advancedSearch=1&tab=artifact-results&s.0.in=objectId&s.0.for=72.177&years=0-0&perPage=100&pageNum=1&sortBy=relevance)

ACCESS RESTRICTIONS: The collection is open for research.
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